
 

 
Weekly Lesson Plan 

♬ MONDAY ♬ 
 

Lesson: Major and minor chords. Can we hear the difference? What emotion does a major chord sound like? 
What emotion does a minor chord sound like?   
 
Creation: 

➢ Using our knowledge of major and minor chords, let’s create a chord progression. This will be our 
chord progression for the song we’ll write together throughout the week! 

 

★ Optional Challenge 

○ Come back tomorrow with a song of your choice to show the class. We will then as a group 
learn the rhythm of the song! 

♬ TUESDAY ♬ 
 

Lesson: Beats and rhythm? What is rhythm? How does rhythm make you dance? Can you point out a song’s 
rhythm? Can you make a beat with your hands, your feet, your voice? 
 
Creation: Bring out the pots and pans! Using our feel for rhythm, let’s drum some beats. 
➢ Create a beat to add to our chord progression 

 
★ Optional Challenge:  

○ Using BandLab, make a beat to bring to class tomorrow and show your group! 
 

 



 
♬ WEDNESDAY ♬ 

 
Lesson: Song form. What is song form? How can we understand it? Can we draw a song form? Can we each 
create our own?  
 
Creation:  

➢ Using our artistic talents, draw a popsicle, with the colours representing the different sections of the 
song 

➢ Together, create the form for our song 
 
★ Optional Challenge:  

○ Using the knowledge we learned today, come back tomorrow with a song with your own 
songform! 

 

♬ THURSDAY ♬ 
 

Lesson: Melody. What is melody? Does melody have a form? Can we discover the form of your favorite 
melody?  
 
Creation:  
➢ Create the melody for our song, to go with the chord progression, the beat, and the different sections 

of our song’s form.  
 
★ Optional Challenge:  

○ Come back tomorrow with a small tune using what you learned with chords, songform, 
percussion, and melody.   

♬ FRIDAY ♬ 
 

Lesson: Lyrics. Why do lyrics sound good when they rhyme? How can lyrics match the song’s form?  
 
Creation: Add lyrics to our songs’ melody 
➢  

★ Optional challenge: Perform our song to your family! 

 


